Abstract-Mobile robots build on accurate, real-time mapping with onboard range sensors to achieve autonomous navigation over rough terrain. Existing approaches often rely on absolute localization based on tracking of external geometric or visual features. To circumvent the reliability issues of these approaches, we propose a novel terrain mapping method, which bases on proprioceptive localization from kinematic and inertial measurements only. The proposed method incorporates the drift and uncertainties of the state estimation and a noise model of the distance sensor. It yields a probabilistic terrain estimate as a grid-based elevation map including upper and lower confidence bounds. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach with simulated datasets and real-world experiments for real-time terrain mapping with legged robots and compare the terrain reconstruction to ground truth reference maps.
. The presented robot-centric mapping framework enables mobile robots to create consistent elevation maps of the terrain. Measurements from onboard range sensors are fused with the proprioceptive state estimation while taking its drift of pose into account. The mapping method estimates the terrain profile including a lower and upper confidence bound. This figure shows a snapshot of the quadrupedal robot ANYmal [4] using the generated map to climb a set of stairs [5] . The map is generated in real-time based on depth measurements from a forward-facing stereo camera. A video is available at https://youtu.be/vSveQrJLRTo. such as wheeled or legged odometry. In previous work [3] , we have shown that using proprioceptive sensing only, the position and yaw-rotation of a mobile robot remain unobservable. This means that the estimates of the position and yaw-rotation drift over time in comparison to their real values.
In a classical, world-centric mapping approach, the terrain map is associated with an inertial frame. Depending on whether uncertainties are considered or not, the use of drifting state estimation in a world-centric formulation will inevitably lead to either blurry or inconsistent maps. To account for the pose estimate drift probabilistically, we introduce a formulation which is expressed in a robot-centric formulation. In this formulation, the terrain map is associated with the current pose of the robot. At any time, the robot-centric elevation map is a local representation of the surrounding terrain, meaning that the observed regions in front of the robot have the highest accuracy, while 'older', previously seen parts of the map accumulate uncertainty and 'melt' into each other (see Fig. 1 ).
II. RELATED WORK
In the context of rough terrain locomotion, many approaches (e.g., [6] - [9] ) rely on a grid-based, 2.5D height map representation of the terrain, where each cell in the map represents the 2377-3766 © 2018 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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terrain height at that position. While this type of map comes with certain limitations when compared to full 3D maps, its simple structure and better scalability allow for efficient data access and processing. Early work on the generation of elevation maps for mobile robots was presented by [10] , [11] . Both authors used feature matching algorithms to find the corresponding transformation between multiple scans to build a composite elevation map, but they did not address the issues of error propagation as a result of inaccuracies during matching. In the approaches presented by [6] , [12] , a local terrain map is used that surrounds the robot and is moved along with its motion. While we use a similar setup, their approach relies on an accurate and reliable pose tracking algorithm and does not address the issue of a drifting pose estimation. Our approach is similar to the work by [13] , where the elevation map is updated based on the motion of the robot. In their work, the uncertainty of the robot's position and orientation is reflected in the map by linearly growing the variance of the height estimate based on the accumulated distance and angle. This approach conservatively merges an approximation of the pose uncertainty into the height variance without taking the effect of in-plane uncertainty into account. This letter contributes with a probabilistic, local terrain mapping approach for a mobile robot with uncertain localization from proprioceptive sensing. A key aspect of our work is how the local uncertainty and neighboring cells are processed to estimate an upper and lower bound of the resulting terrain map. Note that in this approach no corrections from the mapping process are fed back to the localization of the robot. This robustifies the framework by preventing any mapping errors from influencing the state estimate and hence control of the robot. This letter is based on our previous work [14] and extends it with the following key contributions: We have reformulated our original method for the map updates from the robot's motion (Section III). To this end, we work with the full threedimensional covariance of the map representation and present a complete derivation of the map update error propagation. We also introduce a new map fusion formulation which builds on the full map covariance to achieve a more accurate terrain estimation. Additionally, an extension based on visibility checking is presented that allows the application to dynamic environments. Finally, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach with the evaluation of a synthetic dataset, a real dataset in comparison with ground truth measurements, and a comparison to alternative approaches (Section IV).
III. METHOD
The processing steps of our elevation mapping method are illustrated in Fig. 2 . In the data collection part, the map update from range measurements (Section III-B) method processes the range sensor data and updates all map cells to which new measurement are associated. As the robot moves, the uncertainty of the robot's motion is propagated to the map data to comply with the robot-centric formulation. This is accomplished in the map update from robot motion (Section III-C) for all cells in the map. These two processing steps are used to create a robot-centric elevation map in real-time. Because the computational costs rise for an increasing map size, we limit the size of the map to the local environment of the robot. Fig. 2 . The robot-centric elevation mapping is structured in a real-time data collection and a parallelized data processing step. The data collection consists of the processing steps of the range sensor measurements and the robot motion updates to create a probabilistic terrain map. When the map is needed for further processing, the map fusion process creates a consistent estimate of the terrain map together with an uncertainty interval.
Whenever the elevation map is required for further processing, such as collision checking, a request triggers the map fusion (Section III-D) in the data processing part of the approach. For each cell, the map fusion step considers the data from its surrounding cells to retrieve a consistent map representation with lower and upper confidence estimates. The requested map is typically a submap of the entire map, and the map fusion is reduced to the desired area. To continue the processing of new range measurements during the fusion step, the data processing part can be run in parallel to the data collection.
A. Definitions
To describe the framework, we introduce four coordinate frames, namely the inertial frame I, the robot base frame B, the sensor frame S, and the map frame M (see Fig. 3 ). The inertial frame I is fixed to the environment, and we assume that the real terrain is stationary relative to this frame. The base frame B and sensor frame S are body-fixed frames attached to the center of the base and the distance sensor, respectively. We assume that there exists a known transformation (r B S , Φ B S ) between base frame B and distance sensor frame S. 1 With this, we can transform any formulation between the two frames B and S, and we use them interchangeably in the following formulations.
The base frame B is related to the inertial frame I through the translation r I B and rotation Φ I B . This transformation is obtained through the pose estimation and characterized by the sixdimensional pose covariance matrix Σ I B = cov(r I B , Φ I B ). We can split the rotation between the inertial and base frame Φ I B as
where Φ IB (ψ) describes the rotation around the vertical axis e I z with yaw angle ψ for the frameB and ΦB B (θ, ϕ) describes the tilt rotation betweenB and B with pitch and roll angles θ and ϕ, respectively.
Finally, the elevation map frame M is defined through a relation to the base frame B (or sensor frame S) with translation r B M and rotation Φ B M , which are specified by the user. We Fig. 3 . Illustration of the coordinate frames used for elevation mapping. The relation between the inertial frame I and base frame B is given by the state estimation of the robot. The sensor frame S is associated to the base B through a fixed transformation. Note that in our robot-centric formulation, the map frame M is defined relative to the base frame B (as opposed to the inertial frame I). The point P is measured in the sensor frame S and incorporated in the map in frame M . The base framesB are aligned with B in position and yaw-angle, but are not tilted as defined in (1) 
B. Map Update From Range Measurements
New measurements from the distance sensor are handled as points in space and are mapped to the elevation map. This results in a new height measurementp at a cell (x, y) in the height map (we assume that one cell is updated per range measurement point). In the elevation map frame M , the height measurements are approximated by a Gaussian probability distribution asp ∼ N (p, σ 2 p ) with mean p and variance σ 2 p . A single measurement, given as the position S r S P in the sensor frame S, can be transformed to the corresponding height measurement p with
The projection matrix P = [0 0 1] maps the three-dimensional measurement to the scalar height measurement p (in map frame M ). To obtain the variance of the height measurement σ 2 p , we derive the Jacobians for the sensor measurement J S and the sensor frame rotation J Φ from (2) as
where C(Φ) is used to describe the mapping to the corresponding rotation matrix (refer to [15] for a definition of C(Φ)). The error propagation for the variance σ 2 p is given as
where Σ S denotes the covariance matrix of the range sensor model. The values for Σ S are obtained from range sensor noise models such as [16] . The term Σ Φ I S denotes the covariance matrix of the sensor rotation (submatrix of Σ I S ). It is important to note that the uncertainties of the position of the sensor Σ r I S do not need to be taken into account in this step because of our choice for the definition of the elevation map frame M (Section III-A). Furthermore, an influence of the uncertainty of the yaw-rotation of the sensor ψ (rotation around e I z ) on the measurement is excluded because of the use of the projection matrix P and our definition of the map frame M (Section III-A).
The height measurement (p, σ 
where estimates before an update are denoted with a − superscript, respectively with a + superscript if the update has already taken place. If multiple measurements with different heights fall into the same cell (as it is in the case of a vertical wall), we employ an update rule similarly to the one presented by [13] . Based on the Mahalanobis distance , the rule fuses the measurements for the highest elevation and drops measurements that fall below a certain distance from the current estimate.
Note that this method to combine multiple height measurements is identical in cases when the range measurements follow consecutively for the same area or when an area is re-traversed (e.g., when the robot turns or moves backward). In the latter case, 'old' areas will have accumulated uncertainty from the robot's motion (see Section III-C), which causes (6) to quickly converge to the new measurements.
C. Map Update From Robot Motion
As the elevation map frame M is defined relative to the pose of the sensor/robot (Section III-A), the elevation map data needs to be updated whenever a motion of the robot relative to the inertial frame I has occurred. This is necessary because the real terrain is stationary in the inertial frame I and we want to estimate the terrain in the moving map frame M . Therefore, the meanĥ and variance values σ 2 h need to be updated according to the change of the pose estimate of the robot. Ideally, the variance and mean of each cell are updated depending on the uncertainty of the motion as well as on the estimates of the surrounding cells. However, performing such an update for each cell of the map is computationally prohibitive. Instead, we extend the elevation map structure with information about the spatial covariance matrix Σ P i ∈ R 3×3 relative to the true terrain for each cell i. Herewith, we can gather the full three-dimensional uncertainty for each point of the elevation map, and postpone the computationally expensive fusion (Section III-D) to the time when the map is needed by the user or another algorithm.
In the map frame M , the robot can measure the terrain visible to the sensor accurately because M is defined relative to current pose of the robot (Section III-A). Hence, if a grid cell i receives a measurement update, we set its covariance to
with the variance of the height estimate σ 2 for a square grid cell size with side length d. If the cell does not receive new sensor measurement updates, we continuously update the covariance Σ P i based on the relative motion of the robot from its previous to its current pose. We derive the robot motion based map update with a setup as shown in Fig. 3 . For the derivation, a map reference frame M k is associated with the robots current reference frameB k through the transform (rB
2 The estimated position of a point P in the map coordinate frame M 2 for time k = 2,r M 2 P , can be expressed in relation to the map coordinate frame M 1 at time k = 1 asr
Expressing this relation w.r.t. reference frame M 2 , it can be written as
Without loss of generality, we can choose the pose of reference frame M 2 as
to align the reference frames M 1 and M 2 with propertieŝ
This way, we can refer to a common reference frame M and do not have to move any data in the map which is efficient in the implementation. The propagation of the covariance from 2 We use here the yaw-aligned but not tilted reference frameB as defined in Section III-A because we are interested in the states unobservable by the robot state estimator.
time k = 1 to k = 2 can be written with (9) as follows for r M k P ∼N (r M k P , Σ P ,k ):
The covariance Σ P ,1 for time k = 1 is either initialized with (7) or known from the previous update. The covariances Σ r and Σ Φ express the uncertainty for the estimated motion of the robot reference framesB 1 andB 2 with
The transformation of the relative covariances Σ r and Σ Φ from the inertial covariance Σ I B is derived in the Appendix. The Jacobians can be evaluated to
We can rewrite the error propagation (14) for the case where (12) and (13) are met: To update the robot pose uncertainty from time k to k + 1, evaluate the covariance of point P i for every grid cell i of the map for the common reference frame M as
(21) Note that while the change of the full robot position covariance matrix Σ r is propagated on the elevation map variances, only the variances for the yaw-rotation ψ from the sensor rotation covariance matrix Σ Ψ (rotation around e I z = e M z ) are propagated. This is complementary to the measurement update (Section III-B), where the sensor position covariance and the sensor yaw-rotation uncertainties are excluded from the update step.
D. Map Fusion
Whenever required, we transform the elevation map data structure (ĥ i , Σ P i ) to the representation (ĥ i , h i,min , h i,max ) for every cell i. We refer to this step as the map fusion process. The mean height estimateĥ i is computed as the weighted mean from all cells within the 2σ confidence ellipse in the xyplane of cell i. 3 The values h i,min and h i,max represent the lower and upper confidence bounds of the height estimation such that the real height is within the 95% confidence interval h i ∈ [h i,min , h i,max ]. We infer h i,min and h i,max from the data of the surrounding cells within the 2σ confidence ellipse (95%). This process is illustrated in Fig. 4 : For each cell i, we create a weighted empirical probability density function (PDF) P (z) and its corresponding cumulative distribution function (CDF) D(z) from the heightĥ j and variance σ 
E. Extension to Dynamic Environments
As expected, the height update rule (6) converges after multiple measurements to a high-confidence estimate. However, this approach works poorly in dynamic environments because many measurement updates are required to reflect the new shape of the terrain, causing a significant mapping delay. To this end, we introduce an extension to the map update process which consists of two parts: The first part adds a constant noise valueσ 2 as
to map cells for which new measurements (based on the timestamp) are recorded that fall below the current height estimate and exceed a Mahalanobis distance threshold. This improves the map adaptation time in regions where the real terrain is lowered, which is the case when for example an obstacle is moved away. With the choice of the valueσ 2 , the user trades off between fast adaptation to a changing terrain and an increased uncertainty for cells at edges in the terrain. In a second part, a visibility check is performed based on ray tracing as shown in Fig. 6 . We create a visibility map from the rays connecting the point of the height measurement p + 3σ p to the depth sensor's position at this measurement. This map reflects the maximal height h max that each cell can have based on the visibility constraint. Consequently, cells withĥ − 3σ h > h max violate the visibility constraint and are removed. As this visibility check is computationally intensive, it is only performed at a lower rate (e.g., 1 Hz) and in parallel to the data collection process. In this sense, it is complementary to the first part of the adaptation to dynamic environments presented in this section.
IV. RESULTS
The described elevation mapping algorithm is implemented as a C++ library with an interface to the Robot Operating System (ROS) and is available open-source 4 . For efficient data handling and operations, the software builds upon the Grid Map library [18] . Our implementation features measurement noise models for popular range sensors from the product families Intel RealSense, Microsoft Kinect, Hokuyo, and Velodyne. In the following, we discuss the presented mapping framework with results from simulation and experiments with a robotic platform.
A. Evaluation in Simulation
We compare the map fusion process (Section III-D) for a artificial dataset to a reference map. Fig. 5 a shows the original and resulting terrain map. The reference map was created through exhaustively disturbing and sampling the original map with the given uncertainty. Fig. 5 b shows the estimated and simulated confidence intervals for three slices A-C through the map. This comparison shows that the estimated confidence intervals describe the position of the actual terrain at high fidelity. One important observation is that large flat regions remain at a low confidence interval. In contrast, areas at the edges of objects become more uncertain in their height estimation with high confidence intervals. This is a critical feature which can be exploited in motion planning for collision avoidance and contact planning (e.g., foothold planning for legged robots [19] ).
B. Evaluation on Hardware
We have validated our approach in various environments on our legged robots where the real-time generated maps serve as the basis for motion planning [5] . To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed robot-centric mapping approach, we compare the resulting terrain reconstruction to ground truth measurements. The robot StarlETH [20] walks over obstacles and localizes itself based on a proprioceptive state estimation based on kinematic and inertial measurements [3] . With this setup, the position and yaw-rotation of the robot are unobservable and drift over time as the robot moves. The robot carries a PrimeSense Carmine 1.08 structured-light depth sensor and processes the sensor data (data collection) at 20 Hz at a resolution of 1 × 1 cm per map cell. As ground truth, we tracked the real position of the robot with an optical motion capture system and recorded a reference terrain with a stationary Leica Nova MS50 MultiStation geomatic laser scanner. Fig. 7 shows a snapshot of the experiment. The robot's estimated and reference position are shown in Fig. 7 a together with a top view of the onboard terrain reconstruction. We analyze the resulting terrain map in comparison with the reference map for a terrain profile section as shown in Fig. 7 b. As expected, the drift of the state estimation causes the terrain estimates to diverge from the true terrain for areas which have not been updated with range measurements. For these areas, we can observe an increase of the error ellipses in Fig. 7 a. Even though the unobserved regions diverge, our mapping method correctly captures the uncertainty, and the actual terrain remains within the confidence bounds as shown in Fig. 7 b. 
C. Comparison
The approach presented in this paper is compared to two alternative approaches, namely to our previous contribution Fankhauser et al. 2014 [14] and to the work of Kleiner et al. 2007 [13] . Fig. 8 shows the result of the different mapping methods when applied to terrain under the uncertainty of a robot's motion. For the presented approach (a), the estimated terrain confidence bounds match closely with the true (sampled) bounds. For our Fig. 8 . We compare the mapping method presented in this paper (a) with the approaches used in [14] (b) and [13] (c). The top row shows a top view on the map (same terrain as in Fig. 5 ) where the colors indicate the confidence interval and the ellipsoids depict the (horizontal) uncertainty. The bottom row shows a diagonal profile section of the map and compares the estimated confidence bounds (blue) with the true confidence bounds (red).
earlier approach [14] (b), the confidence bounds partially over and underestimate the real distribution. On the one side, the two-dimensional covariance data is a conservative approximation of the true uncertainty. On the other side, the approach in [14] insufficiently captures the multi-modal distribution in the map fusion process, leading to 'overshooting' artifacts at edges. Finally, the approach used in [13] (c) neglects the effect of motion uncertainty in the horizontal plane. Instead, the vertical uncertainty σ 2 h is accumulated, which leads to strong overand underestimation in flat and structured regions of the terrain, respectively. Furthermore, no indication of the terrain-structure influenced uncertainty can be given with this method.
V. CONCLUSION
We have presented a novel approach to elevation mapping that addresses the problem of localization drift as it often occurs on mobile robots with proprioceptive state estimation. The presented method estimates the elevation map in a robot-centric coordinate frame such that the process of integrating new measurements into the map is only affected by the range sensor noise and the uncertainty of the observable roll-and pitch angles. The data in the map is updated based on the uncertainty of the incremental motion as the robot moves through the environment. This gives the robot at any point in time an estimate of the terrain from its local perspective. We lower the computation burden of the mapping procedure by splitting the method into a data collection (map update from range measurements and robot motion) and a map fusion step. This enables reliable real-time elevation mapping independent of an exteroceptive localization method. We illustrate how the mapping process estimates the terrain profile with a corresponding confidence interval and show how the estimated distribution matches the ground truth reference in simulated and real-world experiments.
A current limitation of this work is prominent when used with legged robots. In cases when the robot takes many steps in place, the terrain map below the robot increases in uncertainty due to drift of the localization, which poses a difficulty for the terrain-aware control of the robot. In our current work, we tackle this challenge with downward facing depth sensors, more accurate localization, and matching of footholds with the terrain map to provide feedback for the localization.
APPENDIX
Localizations methods typically specify the uncertainty of the robot's pose B relative to an inertial frame I as
However, in our formulation of the robot motion update process (Section III-C), the uncertainty of the pose is expressed relative from a pose at time k to time k + 1 as
In the following, we derive the relative covariance ΣBB for the case that the absolute covariance Σ IB is available.
A. State Reduction: In a first step, we need to reduce the state representation of the covariance matrix from the full robot pose B with state vector x IB = (r IB , Φ IB ) to the z-aligned robot poseB with state vector x IB = (r IB , ψ) with r IB = r IB and ψ = ψ IB = ψ IB . We can achieve this with 
with translational velocity of the robot v and rotational velocity ω around the I e z =B e z axis with zero mean multivariate Gaussian noise vector n = (n v , n ω ) T . The covariance propagation can be written as 
The relative motion of robot from time k to k + 1 can be expressed in theB frame as xBB = 
With this we can express ΣBB as
With (29) we get
and finally
with 
For this to be used in (20) , we need to get Σ r and Σ R from ΣBB . From the definition (24), Σ r can be read directly from
The expression for Σ R can be retrieved as 
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